DOCUMENT CHECKLIST
PROTECTED PERSONS - PERMANENT RESIDENCE

This document checklist is one of the forms that you need to submit with your application.

A translation for every identity and relationship document which is in a language other than English or French must be provided. If you are dealing with a visa office overseas, check with the visa office to find out whether the documents need to be translated.

If any of the required documents listed below are missing, your application will be returned.

Gather your documents in order of the checklist and check ☒ each item.

I have enclosed the following items:

FORMS

☐ Generic Application Form for Canada (IMM 0008).

☐ Additional Dependents / Declaration (IMM 0008DEP), if applicable.

☐ Schedule 14 - Protected Persons and Convention Refugees (IMM 0008 - Schedule 14).

☐ Schedule A - Background / Declaration (IMM 5669).

☐ Additional Family Information (IMM 5406).

☐ Use of a Representative (IMM 5476), if applicable.

☐ Document Checklist - Protected Persons - Permanent Residence (IMM 5286).

IDENTIFICATION AND RELATIONSHIP DOCUMENTS

☐ A photocopy of all identity and relationship documents.

☐ A translation for every identity and relationship document which is in a language other than English or French.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

☐ Two (2) passport-size photos of yourself and your family members in Canada, with your names written on the back.

☐ A photocopy of your letter from the Immigration and Refugee Board or from Citizenship and Immigration Canada which says that you have been found to be a Protected Person. (Not required from Protected Temporary Residents).

☐ Protected Temporary Residents: a photocopy of your temporary resident permit or Minister's permit.

☐ FEE RECEIPT (including any overseas dependants)